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TITLE: Venus & Vitalis 
GENRE: Comedy 
WRITER: Michael Karp 
 

 
OVERALL: 
 
The script for VENUS & VITALIS is a skillfully crafted romantic comedy that seamlessly blends 
mythology and modern Hollywood, creating a captivating narrative. The script demonstrates 
exceptional formatting and story structure, ensuring a well-paced and engaging reading 
experience. Attention to character arcs is evident throughout, as the multidimensional characters 
undergo significant growth and development. 
 
The concise action lines and purposeful dialogue showcase the writer's ability to create an 
immersive world and vivid scenes. Overall, the script's technical prowess and unique premise 
make for an unforgettable story. 
 
CONCEPT: 
 
The concept behind the script is an inventive and imaginative fusion of ancient mythology and 
modern Hollywood culture. The story cleverly interweaves the divine intervention of Venus, the 
goddess of love, with the glamour and superficiality often associated with the entertainment 
industry. By doing so, it creates a unique blend of fantasy and reality that provides an engaging 
backdrop for the exploration of themes like love, desire, and the human quest for eternal youth 
and happiness. 
 
In this one-of-a-kind romantic comedy, the mystical elements, such as the resurrection of the cat 
mummy Bastet and the offer of immortality, introduce a sense of wonder and enchantment. 
These extraordinary components are juxtaposed with the everyday struggles of relationships, 
jealousy, and the challenges of finding true love in a world obsessed with fame and material 
success. 
 
Moreover, the concept delves into the complexities of love and attraction, highlighting the 
differences between physical desires and deeper emotional connections. It demonstrates how, 
despite the trappings of success and superficial beauty, the characters ultimately seek 
meaningful relationships and connections that transcend time and mortality. 
 
The inclusion of fantastical elements like the ambrosia fruit and the Masonic temple "red room" 
adds to the whimsical and surreal atmosphere, encouraging the audience to suspend disbelief 
and immerse themselves in the vibrant world of the script. This creative blend of mythology and 
modernity, romance and comedy, offers a fresh perspective on love stories and captures the 
essence of finding true love amidst the chaos and absurdity of Hollywood life. 
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STRUCTURE: 
 
The story begins by establishing the divine origin of Venus, the goddess of love, as she stands 
before the pyramids of Egypt. This setup immediately captures the audience's attention with a 
sense of adventure and mystery. The act concludes with Venus, Bastet, and the reincarnated cat 
returning to Hollywood, setting the stage for a series of comedic and magical events. 
 
The second act sees Venus and Vitalis's relationship develop as they navigate the complexities of 
love and attraction. The act takes an unexpected turn when they are kidnapped by Vitalis's ex-
girlfriend Felicity, a hedonistic Hollywood superstar, and her new lover, Dr. Transcendence 
Rabinowitz, a Chippendales dancer and calculus professor. The abduction forces Venus and 
Vitalis to confront their feelings for each other while contending with the eccentric and often 
dangerous antics of their captors. Trapped within Felicity's Masonic temple "red room," Venus 
and Vitalis encounter an array of colorful characters, including a young calculus student, her 
geeky engineer boyfriend, and a sexy Amazonian Navy SEAL commander. These characters add 
depth to the story, as their individual motivations and desires intertwine with those of the main 
characters, creating a complex and engaging web of relationships. 
 
As the act unfolds, the characters engage in a series of bizarre and comical situations, such as 
water skiing cats, show-tune sing-alongs, and Navy SEAL invasions. These moments not only add 
humor and levity to the story but also serve as opportunities for character development, as Venus 
and Vitalis learn to navigate the chaos around them and grow closer together. 
 
The final act revolves around the climax of the story, where Venus offers immortality to all 
mankind if Vitalis can prove that his love for her is true. This proposition forces the characters to 
examine the nature of love and its distinction between physical attraction and desire. As they 
grapple with these themes, the story reaches a crescendo of emotion and tension, as Venus and 
Vitalis's love is tested against the backdrop of the chaotic events transpiring around them. 
 
The story reaches its resolution as the characters confront their emotions and make choices 
about their relationships. With the help of ambrosia and Broadway show tunes, they come to 
understand the true meaning of love and its transcendent power. The story concludes with a 
satisfying and heartwarming ending, as the characters find happiness and, through the divine 
intervention of Venus, attain immortality. 
 
With its expanded story structure VENUS & VITALIS becomes an even more immersive and 
engaging exploration of love, desire, and the pursuit of happiness in the midst of chaos and 
absurdity. The unique blend of mythology, humor, and heartfelt emotion offers a fresh 
perspective on the romantic comedy genre. 
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CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT: 
 
Venus, the goddess of love, undergoes a significant transformation throughout the story. Initially, 
she is depicted as a mysterious and divine being, detached from the everyday struggles and 
emotions of humanity. However, as the story progresses, Venus becomes more entwined in the 
mortal realm, experiencing the joys and sorrows of human love firsthand. 
 
This journey allows her to grow and develop a deeper understanding of what it truly means to 
love and be loved. Her interactions with Vitalis and the other characters teach her that love can 
be both beautiful and painful, and that it is worth embracing despite its inherent complexities. 
 
Vitalis, a talented cinematographer, begins the story as a somewhat disillusioned individual, 
unable to find true love despite dating some of the most beautiful stars in Hollywood. Through 
his relationship with Venus, Vitalis learns to appreciate the value of deeper emotional 
connections and to see beyond superficial beauty. He grapples with his past feelings for Felicity, 
his debauched ex-girlfriend, and eventually comes to realize that his love for Venus transcends 
his lingering attachment to Felicity. 
 
This personal growth allows Vitalis to embrace love more fully and ultimately accept the 
immortality offered by Venus. 
 
Felicity, the hedonistic Hollywood superstar and Vitalis's ex-girlfriend, starts as a seemingly one-
dimensional character, focused solely on her own pleasure and satisfaction. However, 
throughout the story, Felicity is forced to confront her own motivations and desires, as her 
interactions with Venus, Vitalis, and Dr. Transcendence Rabinowitz reveal the emptiness of her 
hedonistic pursuits. 
 
As the story unfolds, Felicity begins to understand the importance of emotional connections and 
the value of genuine love. This newfound wisdom allows her to grow as a person, transforming 
her relationship with Dr. Transcendence Rabinowitz and leading her to find true happiness. 
 
Dr. Transcendence Rabinowitz, Felicity's new beau, is a unique and multifaceted character who 
embodies the duality of intellect and physical prowess. As a Chippendales dancer and calculus 
professor, Dr. Rabinowitz challenges traditional stereotypes and offers an intriguing contrast to 
the other characters in the story. 
 
Through his relationship with Felicity, Dr. Rabinowitz learns to balance his intellectual pursuits 
with his passion for dance, and he discovers the importance of supporting and nurturing the 
emotional needs of his partner. This character development allows Dr. Rabinowitz to become a 
more well-rounded individual, capable of providing Felicity with the love and understanding she 
seeks. 
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The supporting characters – the young calculus student, her geeky engineer boyfriend, and the 
Amazonian Navy SEAL commander – also experience growth and development throughout the 
story. Each character is initially introduced with their own set of insecurities and fears, which are 
gradually overcome as they engage in the bizarre and comical events that transpire within 
Felicity's Masonic temple. 
 
The experiences shared by these characters create strong bonds and teach them valuable lessons 
about love, self-acceptance, and the importance of trusting others. The reincarnated cat, Bastet, 
serves as a symbol of love and loyalty throughout the story. Once a mere cat mummy, Bastet is 
brought back to life by Venus and becomes a beloved companion to both Venus and Vitalis. 
Bastet's presence highlights the enduring nature of love and the bonds that can form between 
beings, even transcending the barriers of time and death. 
 
As the characters navigate the chaotic world of Hollywood, their relationships evolve and 
deepen, revealing the complexities of love and the challenges they must overcome to find 
happiness. Each character's development is intricately woven into the larger narrative, creating 
a rich tapestry of emotion and growth that resonates with the reader. 
 
PAGE WORK/VOICE: 
 
The page work showcases a seamless blend of captivating prose, vivid descriptions, and well-
structured scenes. The script's pacing is carefully considered, allowing for both character 
development and engaging story progression. The attention to detail in the setting, character 
actions, and dialogue ensures that the reader is fully immersed in the fantastical world of the 
story. 
 
The action lines in the script are concise and evocative, painting a clear picture of the events as 
they unfold. This clarity allows the reader to easily visualize each scene, contributing to a more 
immersive and engaging reading experience. The script also takes care to strike a balance 
between action and dialogue, ensuring that the story remains dynamic and maintains a steady 
rhythm throughout. 
 
In addition to the attention given to the action lines, the dialogue presented here is thoughtfully 
crafted, reflecting the unique voices and personalities of the characters. Each line of dialogue 
serves a purpose, either advancing the story, revealing character traits, or providing insight into 
the relationships between the characters. This thoughtful approach to dialogue contributes to 
the overall effectiveness of the script, enhancing the reader's connection to the characters and 
their emotional journeys. 
 
The scene transitions in the script are smooth and purposeful, guiding the reader through the 
story's various locations and time periods. By carefully considering the flow and pacing of the 
story, the script ensures that the reader remains engaged and invested in the narrative. The 
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transitions also serve to emphasize key moments in the story, highlighting important plot 
developments and character revelations. 
 
The page work is exemplary, and the combination of vivid descriptions, engaging dialogue, and 
well-structured scenes creates a captivating reading experience that leaves a lasting impression 
on the reader. 
 
The writer's voice is unique and captivating, blending elements of humor, romance, and 
mythology to create a truly unforgettable story. The writer's ability to seamlessly incorporate 
fantastical elements into the narrative, while maintaining a strong focus on character 
development and emotional depth, speaks to their skill and creativity as a storyteller. 
 
The humor in the script is well-executed, incorporating both witty banter and physical comedy 
to create a varied and engaging comedic landscape. The writer's knack for crafting memorable 
one-liners and hilarious exchanges between characters contributes to the story's overall charm 
and ensures that the reader remains entertained throughout. The writer's skill in crafting 
emotionally resonant scenes is also evident in the script, as they deftly navigate the complexities 
of love, desire, and the human condition. 
 
By exploring these themes with nuance and sensitivity, the writer's voice imbues the story with 
depth and authenticity that sets it apart from other romantic comedies. The writer's voice also 
shines through in their ability to create a vivid and immersive world for the story to unfold. The 
descriptions of the various settings, from the ancient Egyptian pyramids to the bustling streets 
of Hollywood, are evocative and transportive, drawing the reader into the story's unique 
universe. 
 
The blending of mythology and modern-day Hollywood adds an additional layer of intrigue and 
novelty to the script, showcasing the writer's talent for combining disparate elements into a 
cohesive and engaging narrative. This creative fusion allows the writer's voice to stand out, 
offering a fresh and exciting take on the romantic comedy genre. 
 
The combination of humor, emotional depth, and imaginative world-building creates a 
captivating and unforgettable reading experience that showcases the writer's distinct voice and 
storytelling prowess. 
 
The writer's voice also excels at incorporating subtext and symbolism throughout the story, 
adding depth and complexity to the narrative. By weaving subtle hints and thematic elements 
into the script, the writer encourages the reader to delve deeper into the story and consider the 
underlying themes and messages at play. This skillful use of subtext and symbolism not only 
enhances the reader's engagement with the story but also demonstrates the writer's command 
of the craft and pure skill. 
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SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATION: 
 
In conclusion, VENUS & VITALIS presents a fresh take on the romantic comedy genre by weaving 
together elements of ancient mythology, Hollywood glamour, and heartfelt emotion. The 
narrative explores the complexities of love and desire, delving into themes of self-discovery, 
vulnerability, and the power of connection. The writer's voice stands out through the masterful 
blending of humor, romance, and poignant character moments, creating an engaging and 
emotionally resonant story. 
 
The script's imaginative world-building transports the reader from ancient Egyptian pyramids to 
modern-day Hollywood, with vivid descriptions and captivating settings. The story's seamless 
transitions and carefully considered pacing ensure that the reader remains invested in the 
characters and their emotional journeys. Each character is thoughtfully developed, showcasing 
unique personalities, motivations, and growth throughout the narrative. 
 
Subtle use of subtext and symbolism adds depth and complexity to the story, encouraging the 
reader to explore the underlying themes and messages. The dialogue is sharp and purposeful, 
reflecting the distinct voices of the characters and advancing the plot. The writer's talent for 
balancing the story's various tones and themes creates a dynamic and engaging narrative that 
appeals to a wide range of audiences. 
 
Ultimately, this is a testament to the power of inventive and heartfelt storytelling, leaving a 
lasting impression on the reader and showcasing the potential for creative exploration within the 
romantic comedy genre. 


